Abstract. We analyze the question of existence of asymptotic cumulative probabilities for monadic second order de nable properties of nite algebras. We focus our attention on the directly representable varieties and on the variety of groups. We prove in a very strong way that some recently proven rst-order 0{1 laws and limit laws for these varieties cannot be extended to monadic second order logic. Namely, if the function (n; A) 7 ! pr n fAg] assigning probabilities to structures is recursive, then the 0{1 law holds according to the sequence fpr n g = pr 1 ; pr 2 ; : : : of probabilities i asymptotically there exists fpr n g-almost surely precisely one algebra. Similarly, the convergence law holds i asymptotically there are no large algebras according to fpr n g:
Introduction
The model theory of nite structures is receiving more and more attention recently. The motivations are provided by computer science. E.g., a nite relational structure can be understood as a nite relational database, and a logic as a formal counterpart of a database query language. Also many old computational complexity questions, including the most famous P=?NP, have been shown to be equivalent to some problems of relating expressive power of logics on nite structures. The seminal result was the equality 1 1 = NP proven by Fagin 9] . These results belong to the area of nite model theory called descriptive complexity.
The other main eld is the theory of limit laws. Unlike the descriptive complexity, it attempts to describe the expressive power of logics when it is low. Typical examples of results in this area are so called 0{1 laws, asserting that under certain probability distribution on the class of nite models, every subclass de nable by a sentence of the logic under investigation has probability either 0 or 1: Weaker results, convergence laws, assert measurability of all such de nable subclasses. Both imply nonexpressibility corollaries.
For a long time the main focus was on classes of relational structures. Only recently there is an increasing interest in the theory of asymptotic probabilities for classes of algebraic structures. In this paper we consider the varieties of algebras for which there have been recently proven convergence and 0{1 laws for rst order 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation. Primary 03C13, 20F10; Secondary 03B15, 03B25, 08A05.
The rst author has been supported by the Polish KBN grant 2 P03A 031 09. The second author has been supported by the Polish KBN grant 2 P301 009 06 and by the German DFG. 1 logic and uniform cumulative probabilities: on the directly representable varieties (Burris and Idziak 2]) and on the variety of Abelian groups (Compton 7] ). We prove in a very strong way that these results cannot be extended to monadic second order logic. Namely, if the function (n; A) 7 ! pr n fAg] assigning probabilities to structures is recursive, then the 0{1 law holds i lim n!1 pr n fAg] = 1 for some A in the respective variety. Similarly, the convergence law holds i there are no large algebras according to fpr n g: We go even farther and show the same result for the variety of all groups, which subsumes the result for Abelian groups. It is unknown whether the convergence law for rst order logic and all groups holds. In parallel we prove our second main theorem: any in nite set of nite members of any of the above mentioned varieties has undecidable monadic second-order theory.
Our research presented here is di erent from usual results in the area of limit laws in several aspects. First of all, we discuss nite algebras, for which there have been only few results so far. (Except of two papers mentioned above, all remaining ones consider only uniform distributions on the class of all nite algebras of a given type. The summary of these investigations can be found in 17] .) The second is that in our case the probabilities are cumulative: the n-th probability distribution assigns the whole probability to at most n-element structures. Thus, roughly speaking, the structures are not any more forced to grow in size with time. It is also speci c to our results that they apply to all recursive sequences of probabilities. This is a great di erence if compared to the papers cited above. All of them speak about some xed sequences of probabilities, and one can always complain, that they are di erent from those met in practice. We have succeeded to capture all of them with a single argument.
The Results
Of course we must rst make precise all the notions we need to state our theorems.
Definition 1 (Variety, directly representable variety).
1. A variety (typically in this font: V) is a class of algebras of a common signature, which is closed under homomorphic images, subalgebras and arbitrary direct products. Equivalently, it is a class of algebras de nable by a (non necessarily nite) set of equalities. 2. An algebra is called directly indecomposable i it cannot be presented as a direct products of nontrivial (i.e. non-one-element) algebras.
A directly representable variety is a variety V which has only nitely many
(up to isomorphism) nite directly indecomposable members. 4 . In this paper we speak by default about nite members of the involved varieties. For simplicity we don't distinguish isomorphic algebras in V; so for us V consists of exactly one algebra from each isomorphism class.
The following well-known and important classes of algebras are examples of directly representable varieties: Boolean algebras BA; and some of their generalizations, like monadic algebras, rings satisfying x m = x for a xed m > 1; (or more generally nitely generated discriminator varieties), nitely generated varieties of orthomodular lattices, Abelian groups of a xed nite exponent, in particular Boolean groups, modules over a nite ring of a nite representation type.
For the variety of all groups we use the symbol G; and for the variety of Abelian groups AG:
For a study of directly representable varieties we refer to McKenzie's paper 12] . Our universal algebraic terminology and notation follow those of 3].
Definition 2 (Cumulative measure, limit laws).
1. A cumulative measure on V is any sequence fpr n g = pr 1 ; pr 2 ; : : : of probability distributions on V such that all values of pr n are rational 1 and pr n fAg] = 0 if jAj > n: Intuitively it is helpful to imagine fpr n g as a probability measure on V that evolves in time | in the n-th time moment the whole probability is concentrated on at most n-element algebras from V: 2. For a property ' of algebras in V the value pr n '] is de ned as follows:
pr n '] = pr n fA 2 V : A j = 'g]: Similarly pr n A] denotes pr n fAg]:
3. The asymptotic cumulative probability (we use the simpler name asymptotic probability in the sequel) of a subset S V is de ned as follows:
pr S] = lim n!1 pr n S]; provided that the limit exists; otherwise pr S] is unde ned. pr inherits all the notational conventions we have introduced for pr n :
Concerning the intuitive explanation we have suggested for fpr n g; the measure pr can be seen as a kind of limit of the sequence fpr n g: Of course, it is not always the case that all subsets of V are measurable under pr; though they are under each of pr 1 ; pr 2 ; : : : 4. In the sequel all limits, unless explicitly marked otherwise, are understood to be as n ! 1:
5. If for every property ' de nable in a logic L the limit pr '] exists, we say that L has a convergence law for V and fpr n g: If in addition the possible limits are 0 and 1 only, we say that L has a 0{1 law for V and fpr n g: We will omit the \for V and fpr n g" in the sequel, when they are clear from the context.
An important example of a cumulative distribution on V is the uniform unlabeled distribution f n g; n assigns equal probabilities to all isomorphism classes of at most n element algebras in V:
The following two results are already known. Theorem 3 (Compton 7] ). First order logic has a convergence law for the variety AG of Abelian groups and uniform unlabeled measure f n g: Theorem 4 (Burris and Idziak 2]). If V is any directly representable variety then rst order logic has a convergence law for V and uniform unlabeled cumulative measure f n g: If every structure in V has unique decomposition into a direct product of directly indecomposable members of V; then this convergence law becomes a 0{1 law.
A natural question is then if these results extend to stronger logics. Our choice of a stronger logic is monadic second order logic.
Definition 5 (Monadic second order logic). 1. Monadic second order logic is the least logic containing atomic formulae t 1 = t 2 and t 1 2 X for any two terms t 1 ; t 2 in the language and any monadic variable X; which is closed under Boolean connectives :;^; _; ); ,; rst order quanti cation 8x; 9x and monadic second order quanti cation 8X; 9X:
2. The semantics of the above constructs is standard: variables in small italics are element variables, while those in CAPITAL ITALICS are variables ranging over subsets of the universe.
3. In the proofs we use many syntactic abbreviations, like X Y; 8x 2 X; etc.
All of them can be easily translated into the standard syntax. One which is probably less common is 9!x; and should be read \there exists precisely one indicates some other connective, which is in this case explicitly present in the formula. Our goal is to prove strong nonconvergence results for the varieties mentioned in Theorems 3 and 4. The intention is that the negative results are as general as possible, in the sense of being applicable not only to uniform cumulative measures, but to as many of them, as possible. So rst we show necessary limitations of the strength of the results that can be at all proven in this direction.
Definition 6 (Trivial measures). we won't need this direction of the equivalence any more in this paper, and it seems to be of a minor importance. Second, the proof of it is the rst approximation of the proof of the main technical lemma in this paper. Therefore we want to expose the intuitive idea rather than unimportant technicalities. Finally, a rigorous proof can be obtained without too much work from our sketch. Continuing the construction in the same manner we get S satisfying limpr n S] =2 < 3 =4 limpr n S]; and thus having no pr S]: Figure 1 shows the idea of the construction.
Thus nonconvergence results can be proven for nontrivial measures, only. Similarly we can characterize measures for which 0{1 laws always hold. The other limitation is more subtle and comes from the fact that we want to deal with logic with only countably many sentences. Theorem 9. For every in nite set C of nite structures and every countable family S of subsets of C there exists a nontrivial cumulative measure fpr n g on C such that for every S 2 S the limit pr S] exists and is either 0 or 1:
Proof. The counterexample we construct is a slight modi cation of a counterexample constructed in 16] for other purposes.
For simplicity let us assume C = fA 1 ; A 2 ; : : :g; and in this enumeration cardinalities of structures are nondecreasing.
Let R C be an in nite set such that for every S 2 S either S n R is nite or S \ R is nite. Such a set can be constructed by a standard diagonalization argument. Let R = fA r1 ; A r2 ; : : :g; where r 1 < r 2 < : : : We de ne fpr n g as follows:
pr n A m ] = ( 1 if m = r k for some k and jA rk j n < jA rk+1 j; 0 otherwise.
It is immediate to see that fpr n g is nontrivial | in fact pr n -probability 1 is given always to the largest A m 2 R such that jA m j n: For every S 2 S we have either S n R is nite, or S \ R is nite, by choice of R: In the rst case pr n S] = 1 for all large enough n; in the other pr n S] = 0 for all large enough n: Therefore the measure we have constructed indeed meets the required conditions. Consequently if we want to disprove convergence or 0{1 law, we must limit ourselves to nontrivial or non-strictly-trivial distributions, respectively. Moreover, the choice of distributions must be limited to avoid those constructed in the proof of Theorem 9. The next de nition introduces the restricted class of distributions we are going to deal with. Theorem 11. If fpr n g is a recursive cumulative measure on G; then monadic second order logic has a convergence law for fpr n g and G i fpr n g is trivial.
Theorem 12. If V is a directly representable variety and fpr n g is a recursive cumulative measure on V; then monadic second order logic has a convergence law for fpr n g and V i fpr n g is trivial.
We can now immediately derive two simple corollaries from the theorems: Corollary 13. Monadic second order logic has a 0{1 law for a recursive cumulative measure fpr n g on G i fpr n g is strongly trivial. Corollary 14. Let V be a directly representable variety. Then monadic second order logic has a 0{1 law for a recursive cumulative measure fpr n g on V i fpr n g is strongly trivial.
Let us note, as a one more simple corollary, the following fact: Corollary 15. Let C be an in nite subset of either G or some directly representable variety, and let fpr n g be any nontrivial recursive cumulative measure on C: Then monadic second order logic doesn't have convergence law for C and fpr n g:
The easily seen reason is that nonconvergence results \for all recursive nontrivial measures" are preserved under restrictions of the class of structures under investigation. We could say that directly representable varieties and the variety of groups are \convergence immune" for monadic second order logic: they do not allow any e ective way of assigning probabilities that gives a convergence law, except of trivial distributions. A very interesting question is whether our results can be explained as restrictions of substantially more general ones? Or in other words: what are the largest reasonable classes of structures for which this kind of \convergence immunity" holds, and which contain G and/or directly representable varieties? Is there a single, natural theorem, which implies in this way both our main results? 2.2. (Un)Decidability Results. Another two main results of our paper will be proven in parallel to the nonconvergence results: Theorem 16. If C is a set of nite groups, then the monadic second order theory of C is decidable i C is nite.
Theorem 17. If C is a set of nite members of some directly representable variety V; then the monadic second order theory of C is decidable i C is nite.
The following is then an immediate consequence: Corollary 18. Let C be a set of nite algebras having group reduct. Then the monadic second order theory of C is decidable i C is nite.
In particular the above holds for sets of nite modules.
This shows, how drastically the decidability questions can change when we move to a stronger logic | e.g. the decidability of rst order theories of modules varieties is far from being solved. In contrary, the corresponding monadic second order decidability questions are all answered in one sentence in the above corollary.
2.3. Questions and Related Results. decidability of ( nite) validity of rst-order sentences in a given quanti er pre x class P on one hand, and the 0{1 law for the fragment of existential second order logic consisting of prenex sentences whose rst-order part is in P; on the other hand. The probability distribution in their results is xed to be the uniform one and the vocabulary is purely relational.
In this sense the situation is dual to what we have in our paper: their distribution and class of structures remain the same, and the logics vary. We keep the logic xed and vary probability distributions and sets of structures, whose theories we consider.
It seems therefore that there is some deeper reason why such coincidences happen. In our opinion this deserves more investigation. 5] on one side, and proofs of analogous laws for classes of (algebraic) structures that are closed under taking direct products and homomorphic images appearing in these papers, on the other side. Disjoint unions correspond to direct products and selecting a connected component corresponds to selecting a directly indecomposable factor. If we compare the main logical and combinatorial tools used in the above mentioned proofs having this correspondence in mind, we discover deep similarities between them. We encourage the reader to consult the paper 1] by Burris in this volume to learn more about this correspondence.
The point here is that Compton 6 ] proved a monadic second order extension of his rst order result we have mentioned, using techniques quite similar in spirit, though more di cult than the rst order ones. In the current paper we show that the monadic second order work of Compton doesn't admit any \translation" to the algebraic case, and that this failure is quite fundamental, as essentially no change of the choice of probability distribution can recover it. So it is perhaps instructive for the reader to compare these papers to see why this happens. The class GU of grid unions is the class of all structures isomorphic to nite disjoint unions of nite grids. Formally, by a disjoint union of two nite grids A 1 ; A 2 we mean a relational structure whose universe is the disjoint union of universes of A 1 and A 2 ; and the signature relations 1 ; 2 are disjoint unions of the corresponding relations in A 1 and A 2 :
The square number sq(A) of A 2 GU is the minimal cardinality of a square component of A:
Grid Lemma I. Suppose fpr n g is any recursive cumulative probability distribution on GU such that sup m2N limpr n sq(A) m] = 1 ? < 1:
Then there exists a monadic second order sentence without asymptotic probability of the form 8x '(x) ; where all the quanti ers in ' are bounded to range over elements/subsets of the component containing x:
Moreover, can be chosen to satisfy limpr n ] ? limpr n ] =4:
Proof. We build the sentence in steps.
1. In a grid B one can encode a computation of any Turing machine M; which uses at most w(B) tape cells and at most h(B) time units. There is no limitation on the number of internal states of M; number of alphabet symbols, etc. It can be done in the following way.
(a) For de niteness we assume that M has one tape, is deterministic, accepts inputs in unary notation.
(b) We assume rows of B to represent tape of M in xed time moments, and thus columns represent the same tape cell in consecutive time moments. Using 1 and 2 we can easily express notions like \the same cell in the next time moment" etc. (c) Using existentially quanti ed set variables, denoting positions of the heads, symbols in tape cells, etc., we can express by a standard but tedious construction that this pattern represents a successful computation of M: We assume that an extra set variable I will hold vertices representing input, which are the rst jIj elements of the tape in the rst time moment (in the 1 -sense). 2. So let the formula Comp M (x; I) express that a successful computation of M on input jIj is encodable in the above sense in the component of A 2 GU containing x: 3. Let the formula Square(x) express that the component containing x is a square grid. This can be done by saying that the component of x has a diagonal. We suspend our construction for a moment, since the preparatory work we have already done allows us to describe the intuitive idea of the main part of the proof.
Generally we follow the proof of Proposition 7, but refer to the square numbers of structures instead to their cardinalities. Equation (2) tells us that fpr n g can be represented as a sum of a stable part of mass 1 ? and a wave of mass moving towards structures of greater square numbers. This representation is valid for some unbounded sequence of time moments only (we have used limpr n sq(A) m] in (2)!), but this will be enough. Then our task is to de ne strips, similar to those appearing on Fig. 1 , by means of a monadic second order sentence. The idea is to achieve this by choosing a suitable Turing machine M and saying \the largest computation of M encodable in square components of A is a computation on an even input". And certainly the main problem is to construct M in a way guaranteeing nonconvergence. Now, once the reader knows what is going to happen, we can resume the construction.
4. Let M be unary-clocked, i.e., let it have two heads, one of which moves all the time right and doesn't do anything else. Our assumption from the previous point together with (2) guarantee that g is well-de ned. It is also recursive, since fpr n g is recursive. Note that the construction guarantees g(n) 2n: 7. Let f be any recursive function, computed by a Turing machine M; which writes its output in unary notation, such that: Hence it is impossible to encode the computation of M on input m in any A with at most n elements. So the largest encodable computation of M is, with pr f(m)?1 -probability at least ; the computation on input m ? 1: Our sentence \doesn't control" a subset of GU of asymptotical probability not exceeding =2: it includes those structures whose square number is bounded, but greater than N; and those whose square numbers grow without bound, but slower than g: By (6) and (4) Note that the di erence between lim and lim above is indeed at least =4; as we have requested in (3).
Thus we have nished the proof of our lemma. Grid Lemma II. If C is any set of grid unions such that sup A2C sq(A) = 1;
then the monadic second order theory of C is undecidable. Proof. Obvious.
3.2. The Main Idea. It seems reasonable to outline the proof method of both our theorems rst. It is based on applications of Grid Lemmas. Namely, proving both our theorems we will construct three monadic second order formulae 0 (Z;z; x); 1 (Z;z; x; y) and 2 (Z;z; x; y) such that for each xed choice of parametersZ;z they de ne a structure isomorphic to a grid: 0 its universe and 1 ; 2 the two orderings. For some values of parameters this grid may be empty. Thus generally we interpret a grid union, the components of which correspond to di erent choices of parameters. We will then prove for each nontrivial recursive probability distribution under investigation that the square number of this grid union is, with a non-zero asymptotic probability, unbounded. This means that the induced recursive distribution on GU ful lls (2) . To conclude the argument it is enough to note here that the sentence without probability from Grid Lemma I can be translated into a monadic second order sentence about algebras. And the strange syntactic restriction there assures this: we don't need to quantify over sets of parameters in this translation, which could mean quanti cation over sets of sets and/or over relations. The only unrestricted quanti er 8x at the beginning of the sentence can be replaced by 8Z8z plus a test if the component corresponding toZ;z is nonempty.
There is one small additional issue to take care of: namely our interpretation of grid unions can greatly increase the size of structures. It is thus possible, that the n-th induced measure assigns a non-zero probability to a grid union with more than n elements. To avoid this, we can repeat each distribution in the original sequence su ciently many times to slow its evolution down so much, that the sequence of induced measures becomes a legal cumulative measure. Since this manipulation can be done recursively, and a ects neither existence of the asymptotic probabilities nor the values of limits, when they exist, we can perform it whenever necessary without a ecting our results.
To get the undecidability we use Grid Lemma II: If C is any in nite subset of the variety under consideration then always precisely the same construction guarantees us an interpretation of a set of grid structures satisfying (7). To see that assume C = fA 1 ; A 2 ; : : :g and imagine a probability distribution, which in time moment n gives the whole probability to A n (if the cardinalities of structures in C grow too fast, we repeat the same probability distribution several times, to get a legal cumulative measure). This measure is nontrivial. Then the translation results in a distribution on GU ful lling (2), which implies (7) for the image of the translation. We will sometimes use the fact that a lattice is modular i it does not contain (as a sublattice) the pentagon, i.e., the ve element lattice fe; a; b; c; ug containing exactly two maximal chains e < a < b < u and e < c < u:
Being in a congruence modular variety, we are able to de ne the dimension, which is an increasing function of jDj:
Since fpr n g is nontrivial, (2) holds for the above encoding, and we will conclude the proof by application of Grid Lemmas I and II. In order to code the dimension in MSO we will need some preparations.
A subset M of a nite lattice L is said to be directly meet independent if x _ V (M ? fxg) = 1 for every x 2 M: An element x 6 = 1 of this lattice is said to be directly meet irreducible if it cannot be represented as a meet of a two element directly meet independent subset of L that does not contain the largest element of L:
Dually we de ne the notions of directly join independent subset and directly join irreducible elements. In case x = W X for some directly join independent set X we will write x = L X:
We will need the following version of Ore's theorem (see e.g. 2.49.9 in 14] for a proof). In modular lattices the notions of directly meet{ and join{ independent subsets are strongly connected. Namely, there is a natural correspondence between the family J of directly join independent sets summing up to 1; and the family M of directly meet independent sets intersecting to 0. This correspondence is given by V n i=1 ' i = 0; 3. each of the ' i 's is directly meet irreducible.
Actually, congruence modularity guarantees that the existence of congruences of D satisfying the above three conditions is equivalent to dim(D) = n:
In the following we will rather use directly join independent sets of directly join irreducible congruences that sum to 1; to characterize the dimension. This can be done in view of the mentioned natural correspondence. Analogously, we can talk about direct join of congruences. In particular the formula F \ F 0 = fcg^G is the smallest coset containing F F 0 ; when applied to cosets F; F 0 ; G; says that the congruences '; ' 0 ; that correspond to F; F 0 ; G satisfy ' ' 0 = : We will shorten this formula to F F 0 = G: In particular F F 0 = 1 will express that the direct join of F and F 0 exists and is the whole universe.
Using the above formula, we can easily write down a formula DJICoset(F) saying that F is a coset of a directly join irreducible congruence.
With the help of the above formulas we are able to express the facts that a subset W of an algebra is c{independent, strongly c{independent and a c{base. 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 can be used as 0 (W; U; V; c; g) to de ne the universe G of a square grid.
In the last step we x W; U; V and c satisfying Par(W; U; V; c): Our idea in de ning a linear order U on U lies in associating with every element u of U exactly one subset Y of V (this is to be done by the formula u S ! Y ) in such a way that the family of such associated subsets of V form a chain under the set inclusion. Then the described association gives a linear ordering U on U:
Analogously we can de ne a linear ordering V on V:
To convince ourselves that all these can be done in monadic second order fashion we write down the following lengthy formulas which do the job. Now it is a matter of routine to check that G = (G; 1 ; 2 ); with g 1 g 0 9u; u 0 2 U 9v; v 0 2 V (g = p(u;c;v)^g 0 = p(u 0 ; c; v 0 )^u U u 0 ) and 2 given by a similar formula, is a required square grid.
3.4.
Step II. Abelian Groups. It is well-known that every nite Abelian group G is isomorphic to a direct product 
Case. = 0: It this situation, asymptotically with probability arbitrarily close to 1; every nite group G 2 AG is a direct product of cyclic groups with bounded number of elements. Hence, under fpr n g; AG is essentially a directly representable variety with a nontrivial recursive measure, and the existence of a sentence without asymptotic probability follows from Theorem 12.
More precisely: we choose 0 < " < =9 and a constant D large enough to have
The set of Abelian groups with (G) D is a subset of some directly representable variety V AG; and fpr n g becomes a probability distribution fpr 0 n g on V; if we move the fpr n g-mass at most " concentrated on AG n V to any xed structure in V: The key observation is that fpr n g and fpr 0 n g considered both on AG never di er by more than ": In particular, (9) becomes sup Now Theorem 12 applied to V and fpr 0 n g gives us a sentence without asymptotic probability w.r.t. fpr 0 n g: But we have used Grid Lemma I in the situation where (9 0 ) holds, so actually the sentence we get satis es a bit more: limpr 0 n ] ? limpr 0 n ] ( ? ")=4: Now moving with back to fpr n g; the two limits above can change by at most " each while losing primes, but this cannot su ce to make them equal, because ( ? ")=4 > 2 =9 > 2": This nishes the proof in this case.
Case. > 0:
Nontriviality of fpr n g is already included in this assumption, since jGj (G) for any nite Abelian group G:
We let + to be the group operation, 0 the neutral element and ?x the only element such that x + (?x) = 0:
1. In the rst part we show how to nd in a nite Abelian group G an \almost largest" cyclic subgroup of G: A group G is said to be r{solvable if G r = f1g : By a solvability rank of G; Solv (G) ; we mean the smallest number r such that G is r{solvable.
By an Abelian{factor rank of a nite solvable group G; Abf (G) for short, we mean the largest number of the form jG i : G i+1 j; where G i ; G i+1 are elements of the above mentioned sequences of normal subgroups of G: 
Case. = 0 and = 0:
In this case fpr n g is trivial, as the bounds for Solv (G) and Abf (G) give the upper bound for the cardinality of G: Namely
So this case is excluded. Proof. Put EQV (E; F) to be 9T 8e 2 E9!f 2 F ef 2 T 8f 2 F9!e 2 E ef 2 T Obviously, if E; F satisfy the above formula then a subset T that witnesses it, is actually an (encoding of a) bijection between E and F:
Conversely, if ' : E ! F is a monotonic bijection between two disjoint chains E; F S then put T = fe '(e) : e 2 Eg :
To see that T witnesses the formula EQV (E; F) it su ces to show that if e 1 ; e 2 2 E; f 1 ; f 2 2 F and e 1 f 1 = e 2 f 2 then e 1 = e 2 and f 1 = f 2 :
Assume that e 1 ; e 2 ; f 1 ; f 2 are as above but e 1 This nishes the proof of (14), and consequently we get that the formula EQV (E; F) expresses jEj = jFj:
To conclude the proof of the lemma put L(E; F) 9F 0 F EQV (E; F 0 ):
Corollary 24. There is a MSO{formula Max(F) that expresses that F is a chain of largest possible cardinality contained in S:
Proof. For any two elements x; y of a partially ordered set S de ne x# = fs 2 S : s < xg; x" = fs 2 S : x < sg; (x; y) = fs 2 S : x < s < yg:
Now one can observe that the formula asserting that F is a chain included in S and 8E S E is a chain ) 8a; b The two orderings on such a grid are easily de nable in terms of the order on S:
The square number of such de ned grid is at least bSolv (G) =2c 2 Thus we have nished the proof in this case.
Case. = 0 and > 0: First note, that the property Solv(G) R is monadic second order de nable. Indeed, it is expressed by the existential closure of the formula solut(G 0 ; : : : ; G R ); expressing that G 0 ; : : : ; G R is the canonical sequence (11) 
Note that we do not require these subsets to be di erent, hence we cover shorter solutions too. The next step is to express in monadic second order logic of G the monadic second order logic of the i-th quotient Q i = G i =G i+1 : The translation of a formula ' will be denoted ' Qi : It is de ned as follows: The situation is clear: taking su ciently large R; for some unbounded sequence of time moments and making only small error we can assume that according to fpr n g all groups do satisfy Solv (G) R: I.e., their canonical solutions give us at most R quotients, which are Abelian. In nitely often with probability about at least one of the quotients is large. Since there are only R of them, one of them, say Q s ; is in nitely often large with probability at least =(R+ 1) > 0: This particular quotient can be easily de ned in MSO, since s does not depend on anything except fpr n g; and can be therefore encoded in the sentence in a xed way. And this is our In a very similar way, for two subgroups A;B intersecting trivially we can express, by say LE (A; B) ; the fact that jAj jBj:
For a prime number p by a p{group we mean a group in which the rank of any element is of the form p r : We want to built a MSO formula that expresses the fact that H is a p{subgroup for some prime p: This will be done by saying that H is a subgroup and every two minimal subgroups of H have the same rank, where the latter can be expressed by saying that if A; B are minimal subgroups of H then either A = B or E(A; B): This works since any two di erent minimal subgroups intersect trivially.
Consequently we can express the fact that a subgroup is a Sylow subgroup, that is it is a maximal p{subgroup for some prime p: Let (G) = maxfp r : p is prime, r 2 N; G has a Sylow subgroup of rank p r g :
From Sylow theorem we get that 
Case. = 0:
Here we are essentially in the situation in which pr is trivial as (G) m gives also the upper bound for the cardinality of G:
So this case is excluded. Case. > 0: What we need now is to de ne a Sylow subgroup of the largest possible cardinality. This can be done by a formula asserting that H is a Sylow subgroup and for any Sylow subgroup H 0 either H and H 0 are conjugate or LE(H 0 ; H):
The correctness follows here from the part of Sylow theorem that says that any two Sylow p{subgroups are conjugate and from an easy observation that if H and H 0 are p{ and q{subgroups, with di erent primes p; q; then they intersect trivially.
To conclude the proof we need to note that any nite p{group is nilpotent, and thus solvable. Consequently we are able to de ne, in MSO fashion, a solvable subgroup of G with the cardinality (G): Now, since > 0 then (G) grows, with non zero probability, with the growth of the size of G: Consequently the problem is reduced to the solvable case described in section 3.5.
Thus we have nished the proof of our theorems.
